
A History of Canals Year 1
(History)

Navvies Men who built canals were
known as navigators. Over 
time this was shortened to 
‘navvies’ and that’s what we
still call them today. It was
hard physical work. 
Navvies were tough, strong men. 

Freight Goods carried by boat or by vehicle:

    Coal           stones         chalk         wool

Barge Long flat bottomed 
boat carrying freight
on canals, either 
under its own power
or towed.

1700s 1790 1840 1900 1994
The Great Age of canal building 
began in Britain.

‘Canal Mania’ began those who 
had money invested it into canal 
projects

4500 miles of canals in Britain Better roads for carriages and 
trains  seemed to have taken 
over the role of canal and 

Biran Young founded the 
Bedford and Milton Keynes 
Waterway Trust

Lock A lock is a device used 
for raising and lowering
boats. Unlike rivers 
canal could go up and 
down.

Narrowboat

A towpath is a road or trail on the bank of a 
river, canal or other inland waterway.

Tow Path A boat used for travelling
on the narrow canals.



How were boats powered before engines were invented?

Giant shire horses plodded along the towpaths at the side 
of the canals, towing their laden narrow boats behind 

them.
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Why were canals built?

Canals were needed for the Industrial Revolution which 
was creating large amounts of heavy goods which had to 

be moved.

What is Canal Art?

When families moved on to the canal barges, they wanted 
to make their homes bright and cheerful and they covered 
everything in or on the narrowboat with roses and castles.

How were Canals built?

Navvies moved enormous amounts of earth, cutting out channels for the canals. It 
was an momentous task and they mostly used pretty basic tools (e.g. shovels, 
picks and wheelbarrows). They also used gunpowder to blast into solid rock! 

The navvies sometimes used barrow runs (temporary pathways), with donkeys, 
mules or horses pulling wheelbarrows up the slope of the embankment. The 

navvies also used scaffolding to help them get earth up to the higher levels of the 
embankment, when they were making the top layers. 



The Local Area Year 1
(Geography)

Key Vocabulary
River: A large, natural stream of water 
flowing to the sea, lake or even to another 
river.

Canal: A long, man-made strip of water. A 
lock is an enclosure (as in a canal) with 
gates at each end used in raising or lowering 
boats as they pass from level to level. 
Pond: A small naturally formed pool of water. 
A pond can also be made by people. People 
sometimes make ponds in their gardens.

Sea: The sea is a large body of salty water 
that covers much of the Earth. It is divided 
into parts. These parts are the 5 oceans. 
Town: A settled area that is usually larger 
than a village, but smaller than a city.

Weather: The state of the atmosphere. Is it 
cold or warm? Wet or dry? Calm or stormy? 
Clear or cloudy? 

Village: A village is smaller than a town. It is 
normally in a rural settling ( Rural - like a 
countryside).


